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Human rights watchdog, Amnesty International (AI), in its new report titled “The Hands of
Cruelty – Abuses by Armed Forces and Taliban in Pakistan’s Tribal Areas” claimed that
millions  of  people  in  Pakistan’s  north-western  tribal  areas  were  locked  in  perpetual
lawlessness where human rights were allegedly violated by Pakistan armed forces.

A diminutive portion of the report also blamed the Taliban and other armed militant groups
for killing thousands of civilians in indiscriminate attacks. The report was based on more
than  100 testimonies  from victims  of  human rights  violations  in  detention,  witnesses,
relatives, lawyers, representatives of Pakistani authorities and armed groups.

Pakistan  military  and  foreign  ministry  spokespersons  rejected  the  report  as  a  biased
document and termed it as a part of sinister propaganda campaign against Pakistan and its
armed forces.

A first glance at the report gives an impression that both the Pakistan Army and the Taliban
are violating human rights in the tribal areas. However, its critical analysis reveals that the
report is a sequel of international hostile elements’ propaganda against Pakistan’s security
institutions, which is launched with the sole aim to malign Pakistani security forces and
discredit military operations in the tribal areas.

To serve this malicious purpose, exaggerated stories of individuals victimized by armed
forces are blown out of proportion to validate the propaganda claim. A deep insight into the
report also reflects that militants’ inhuman activities are inappropriately discussed, whereas
criticism against them is deliberately incorporated in the report to increase its authenticity
and project  it  as  an  unbiased  investigation.  The  report  overlooks  accounts  of  various
inhabitants  of  tribal  areas,  who  opposed  terrorists’  radical  beliefs  and  consequently
experienced their cruelty. Thus, the report can be termed as biased and one-sided.

Such a misinformation against Pakistan Army is not something new, as ever since the
advent of war on terror in Afghan-Pak region, Pakistan is being fallaciously maligned for
allegedly providing sanctuaries to terrorists, being involved in extra judicial killings in KPK
and FATA or forced disappearances in Balochistan. But, in reality, Pakistan Army is fighting
for the survival of Pakistan and protecting its people from hostile elements in tribal areas,
while its personnel are sacrificing their lives for the global cause of eradicating terrorism and
extremism from this region. Yet ironically, both sides of the picture are never shown by such
so-called human rights organizations that are working in accordance with their nefarious
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objective of undermining Pakistan’s efforts in war on terror.

Amnesty  International  claims  that  it  is  an  internationally  recognized  human  rights
organization and independent of any government, political ideology, economic interests or
religion,  has  proved  categorically  false.  A  well-reputed  geopolitical  researcher,  Tony
Cartalucci  writes in  his  article  on infowars.com that  “AI  is  in  fact  one of  the greatest
obstacles  to  real  human  rights  advocacy  on  earth.  Its  funds  are  not  only  run  by
governments, but the organization is also entwined with political ideology and economic
interests.  UK Department  for  International  Development  continued to  fund a  four-year
human rights education project of AI in Africa, while the European Commission also awarded
it with a multi-year grant for education work in Europe.

Amnesty’s leadership also tells its true agenda; Suzanne Nossel, Executive Director of AI’s
USA chapter, was drawn directly from the US State Department, which utterly contradicts
Amnesty’s claims of being “independent” of governments’ interests. Nossel also promotes
US foreign policy regarding Iran, Syria and Libya behind AI’s logo.

A  glance  at  AmnestyUSA.org  also  reveals  that  at  each  and  every  front  the  US  State
Department  is  currently  working  on  and  has  prioritized,  is  also  coincidentally  being
prioritized by AI.”
Ordinary people are given the false impression that “someone is watching out” for human
rights abuses, but in reality, AI is managing public perception of selective global human
rights abuses, fabricating and/or manipulating many cases specifically to suit its agenda. For
instance, Pakistan Army is in no comparison with the human rights violations by the US
military  in  Guantanamo Bay,  Abu Ghareb and Bagram Jails,  yet  their  plight  is  seldom
highlighted at the international level. The US, a major proponent of human rights in the
world,  carried  out  heinous  crimes  and  massive  human  rights  violations  in  Iraq  and
Afghanistan, where thousands of innocent civilians were killed in unprovoked air strikes.

Organizations like AI  must raise voice for  the detainees of  Guantanamo Bay,  Iraq and
Afghanistan  prisons,  who  have  complained  of  enduring  beatings,  sleep  deprivation,
prolonged constraints in uncomfortable positions, prolonged hooding, and other physical
and psychological mistreatment by the US forces. Moreover, it is imperative that all human
rights organizations advocate transparency and project both sides of the picture without
singling out a particular group, faction or country so that people may become able to
distinguish between illusion and reality.
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